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Update: The pre-order promotion for the Peace and Purpose bonus pack has expired as the book is officially available for purchase. As you may have noticed in various ads, tweets and Facebook updates, I've been running promotional campaigns for the past month, and my first book, Little Buddha: The
Official Sale Date of Simple Wisdom on life's tough questions. Thank you for being a part of this trip with me! It was my first book, and there were a lot of lessons and surprises along the way. For example... Originally I understood that the books will be officially shipped from Amazon starting today, but I've
found that they've shipped over the past week. In other words, some of you may have already received a book. If you did, you must forward a confirmation email to the Book Bonus (AT) tinybuddha (DOT)com where you can receive free digital bonus items! If this is not clear from an email I sent last week,
I apologize (including the 9 reasons listed below). If you want to write a review on Amazon, I would greatly appreciate it! If you haven't ordered yet, today (December 8, 2011) is the last day you'll receive digital items for free in the Peace and Purpose Bonus Pack (valued at $150). For those who did not
receive this email last week, I would like to share with you 9 reasons to order a small Buddha: Simple wisdom on the difficult questions of life today: 1. If you pre-order today, you will receive a free Peace and Purpose bonus pack (worth $150). We made the point of including bonus items that supported
the contents of the book, including several integrated books and meditations. In other words, you don't get dozens of long ebooks that you're likely to have no time to read. Instead, you'll find useful tools that are directly related to the problems you've explored in your book. This file is delivered
electronically. To receive this, you must forward the confirmation email to bookbonus (AT)tinybuddha (DOT)com.2. This is the first book where tweets are woven throughout. Last year, I @tinybuddha my followers about some of the most difficult questions in their life: why they are suffering in the world.
What is the meaning of life? What do I need to be happy? Why is relationships difficult? With few specific answers to big questions, we want to explore different perspectives to guide joy, purpose, and connectivity. 3. The little Buddha is honest, honest, and rooted in reality. These tweets formed a book,
but I also included a great deal of my own struggles, successes, and insights - much more than I revealed on my blog. 4. This book is entirely included. Content. This is not a post edit on the site. Little Buddha: The simple wisdom of life's difficult questions cover many similar topics and issues, but we were
able to explore each topic in much more depth than we could in one blog post. The book contains numerous action-oriented tips that you can apply at any time to improve your state of mind. It would not be a small Buddha book without practical suggestions for healing and happiness. 6. The little Buddha
received some nice high end reviews. Neil of 1000 Awesome Things wrote, there's nothing small about the extra big dose of cool stuffed in Laurie's writing. Read it and feel good about the world. According to Jonathan Fields, the little Buddha is a moving and insightful synthesis of evocative stories and
ancient wisdom applied to modern life. Good read! 7. This book makes a great holiday gift. If you know someone who enjoys a little Buddha, or someone who seeks meaning and happiness in life, this book would be a great fit. (And it's rather small, so you can even fit in stockings!) 8. Through this book,
you can learn some ideas: even if you are not well served and do not change your habits professionally changed, start now, put the pain of the past that is holding you back a sense of weight and purpose and open up new and better ways to experience happiness now , improve your relationship
regardless of your situation, capture the moment to live more carefully and passionately, passionately, find a sense of control and empowerment in an uncertain world of fear 9. Finally, you are part of this book. I formed this book as a member of the community, even if I didn't answer the questions I
tweeted on Twitter. This is an exciting time for the little Buddha, and your involvement has played a huge role in making this possible. You can order a small Buddha: simple wisdom on the hard questions of life through Amazon, Barnes &amp; Noble, or a number of independent book sellers. The book will
be available in stores until January 1, 2012. Thank you for being a part of this site. You make a difference, and you're grateful! Do you check for typos or inaccuracies? Please contact us so we can solve it! Enhance your mindfulness practice, create inner tranquility, smooth products of peace and simple
rituals for existence and a more good night's sleep with this small Buddha collection of simple rituals. Relaxing Pillow Spray, Soothing Bath &amp; Includes shower gel, soothing essential oil roll-on, nutty flower scented candles, daily mindfulness practice guide, and three free digital bonus guides to help
you create mindfulness habits. Learn about a fun and creative course that blends self-help and film with tools to escape the past so you can feel free, happy and infinite in the present. More information all designs are available when: V-neck, tank top, hood, sweatshirt, kids shirt, different colors and sizes.
Filled with quotes, prompts, questions, coloring and doodle pages, the Little Buddha's Worry Journal offers a number of different activities to help you reconstruct your worries and minimize anxiety in your daily life. If you have trouble getting away from worrying thoughts, this is something you should go to
and learn to relieve your troubled mind. With a few things in mind every day, you can make a big difference! A small Buddha's thank you journal, including questions and prompts related to all of your past and present, this journal will help you see your life through a new and positive lens. The book also
includes 15 coloring pages depicting wonderful things we often take for granted, such as nature and music. This page is a space for written reflection, which offers all the benefits of coloring, including mindfulness and stress relief, and guides you to recognize ordinary beauty. Little Buddha's 365 Little
Love Challenge is a simple guide to help you pursue happiness, connected life. Each week includes inspiring stories from members (or two) of the small Buddha community, and the seven-day short challenge focuses on self-love, giving and receiving love for relationships and friendships, and spreading
love to the world. With questions about reflection on every page, writing exercises and questions about the reflection of every page, this book will help you identify and pass the blocks you love. The little Buddha's guide, who loves himself, offers 40 unique perspectives and insights on topics related to
loving yourself: realizing that you're not broken, accepting flaws, releasing the need for approval, forgiving yourself, abandoning comparisons, and learning authenticity. Featuring tinybuddha.com from hundreds of other contributors, the book offers a candid look at what it means to overcome critical and
self-judgmental thoughts to create a peaceful and empowering life. Little Wisdom Series: An e-book about love, happiness, and more little wisdom ebooks share short reflections on the little things that make a big difference in our daily lives. Instead of focusing only on everything that brings us down, they
remind us of what matters and how to embrace it. Buy a full set that includes ebooks about love, self-love, mindfulness, pain, love and get one for free ($4.97 individually, $19.97 for the entire set). Little Buddha: What does the simple wisdom of life mean for the difficult questions of life? What do I need to
be happy? Why is relationships so difficult? Author Laurie Deshune explores these questions by sharing her experiences of overcoming depression, isolation, self-loathing, and meaninglessness. @tinybuddha the perspective of twitter followers and insights from smart teachers around the world, Tiny
Even in a world of uncertainty, we provide a guide to empowering individual happiness. Quote Widget you can now include daily wisdom quotes right on the site with a small Buddha Quote widget for WordPress. This plugin provides random quotes from a small Buddha archive (800 quotes and grows)
every day. A little green Buddha by Joshua Deni (a real Buddha that can be purchased on Amazon). It is currently available in FullHD resolution and is suitable for most desktop monitors. Quote: What we do is the result of what we thought. The heart is everything. What we think, we become. ~In the 54-
page e-book, Buddha will learn some techniques for throwing away difficult emotions and letting go of anger, anger, frustration, anxiety, and self-judgment. Name your own price! The proposed payment is $5. However, you can pay as little as $1. Wallpapers are available in 4K resolution in portrait or
landscape format, this wallpaper is suitable for most desktop and mobile devices. Free gift for new email subscribers only. Quote: Life is about balance. You don't always have to get the job done. Sometimes it's perfectly fine, absolutely necessary, quit, kick back, nothing. ~Lori Deschene just breathes
wallpapers that are available in 4K resolution in portrait or landscape format, this wallpaper is suitable for most desktop and mobile devices. Free gift for new email subscribers only. Quote: Just breathe. You are smart enough to find a solution to your problem, wise enough to do everything you need to do,
and strong enough to do. ~Lori Deschene enough wallpapers are available in 4K resolution as portrait or landscape format, this wallpaper is suitable for most desktop and mobile devices. Free gift for new email subscribers only. At the end of the quote day, do the best you can today and remind yourself
that it's enough. ~Laurie Deschene Deschene
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